Leibniz was very interested in developing techniques for the solution of differential equations. In 1690 he elaborated two manuscripts in which he employed the technique of separating variables. Thus he had to evaluate the logarithm of negative numbers. The present article consists mainly of a critical edition, English translation, and a commentary on these two interesting nXUNISCi+S. Leibniz Ctait tres int&essC a developper des techniques pour la solution des equations differentielles. En 1690 il Clabora deux etudes oh il employa la technique de la separation des variables. De cette man&e il devait evaluer le logarithme des nombres negatifs. L'article present consiste principalement en une edition critique, une traduction anglaise et un commentaire de ces deux manuserits inttressants.
INTRODUCTION
Leibniz plays a central role in the early development of the theory of differential equations. At the end of his first publication on the calculus, "Nova methodus pro maximis et minimis . . ." [Leibniz 16841, he mentions a problem which Debeaune had posed to Descartes in 1638: "What curve has the property, that its ordinate y bears the same relation to its subtangent t as the difference of its abscissa x and ordinate y, to a given magnitude a ?" This kind of problem, concerning the determination of a curve from a given property of its tangents, provided Leibniz with a good occasion to exhibit the power and simplicity of his new methods.
Descartes' solution to Debeaune's problem uses a fussy proof to achieve a pointwise construction of the curve using approximative methods [Scriba 1960 [Scriba -1962 . Leibniz' solution, mentioned in a letter to Oldenburg for Newton dated August 27, 1676 [Leibniz 1676b] , and worked out in leaf 3 [Leibniz 1676a], is much more straightforward. Essentially, he sees that the curve is the solution to the differential equation dyldx = (X -y)/a and recognizes it as a logarithmic curve.
(For details of the proof, see [Hofmann 1972, 13-14, U-181.) For Leibniz, the differential and integral calculus is a method for studying curves, which embody relations between variable geometric quantities (abscissa, ordinate, radius, subtangent, tangent, normal, area between curve and the x-axis, and so forth), conceived as infinite sequences of terms induced by an infinite-sided polygon which approximates the curve; and differentials (differences between successive terms of those sequences) and sums (summations of successive terms) formed by the operators d and J- [Bos 1974, 4-351 . The equations which express these relations are differential equations.
Leibniz was therefore centrally interested in developing techniques for the solution of differential equations. In the years following the publication of the two expositions of his new method [Leibniz 1684, 16861 , one of Leibniz' central mathematical concerns was to develop such techniques. The present manuscripts, "Methodus pro differentialibus, ponendo z = dyldx et quaerendo dz, September 10, 1690" and "Methodus tangentium inversa per substitutiones (moderatas) assumendo z = dyidx, September 11,1690," are good examples of the investigations he undertook in 1690 upon his return from Italy. In these texts, he employs the technique of separating variables in ordinary differential equations; and he employs a technique for rewriting the form of homogeneous differential equations so that the resulting equation is then separable. At the end of the first manuscript, he gives a general method for treating such equations. Leibniz communicated some of these ideas to Huygens in the early 1690s and Johann Bernoulli published an exposition of them in the Acta Eruditorum [Bernoulli 16941 . (See also [Kline 1972, 471-4761.) Related problems continue to occur in Leibniz' correspondence with the Bernoullis, and in the Acta Eruditorum. For example, he publishes a solution to the catenary problem, finding the curve described by a flexible cord hanging freely from two points, in the Acta [Leibniz 16911, as did Huygens and Jakob and Johann Bernoulli; Bernoulli articulated the problem by means of the differential equation dy = adxlm.
And a solution to the brachistochrone problem, tinding the curve from point A to point B along which a body starting from rest under the influence of gravity, without friction or air resistance, will move most quickly, appears in the Acta [Leibniz 16971. Johann Bernoulli, I'Hopital, and Newton also offered solutions to this problem. Leibniz sees that the relevant curve is a cycloid [Bos 1980, 79-841. In the late 169Os, he worked with the Bernoullis on a problem important for optics, that of orthogonal trajectories, finding a family of curves that cut a given family of curves orthogonally, for which he conceived the general problem and method [Kline 1972, 474-4751. On the second page of "Methodus pro differentialibus . . . ," Leibniz investigates the differential equation y/x = -dyldx, which he recognizes as the defining condition of a family of hyperbolae. He forms the differential of the equation, eliminates terms involving y, separates the variables, and integrates term by term.
Since I dzlz = log z, this procedure leads him to write log y = log x + log z + log(-l), and he must then evaluate the iogarithm of a negative number.
In an interesting article, "The Controversy between Leibniz and Bernoulli on the Nature of the Logarithms of Negative Numbers," Peggy Marchi describes the debate which arose between Leibniz and Johann Bernoulli over the nature and evaluation of the logarithms of negative numbers in the early 1700s [Marchi 19741 . She states that this problem arose around 1702, when Bernoulli discovered that adz 1 adz 1 adz Jq-TjT=-2 b2 + ibz '?b2 + ibz'
The present manuscript reveals that Leibniz had considered the problem at a much earlier date. During the course of the Leibniz-Bernoulli debate, Leibniz objects to Bernoulli's claim that log x = log(-x) and that d log x = -dx/-x, i.e., that the curve of log x is symmetrical about the y-axis, on the grounds that this produces the result that log i = log(-1) = 0. This result is counterintuitive, since in general log x2 should be equal to 2 log x. In 1690, however, Leibniz had hypothesized that log(-1) = 0 (though in a context where imaginary numbers are not explicitly treated).
Leibniz counters Bernoulli's proposal with the claim that the logarithms of negative numbers must be imaginary [Leibniz 17021 . We may imagine that Leibniz rejects Bernoulli's proposal as a position which Leibniz himself had considered and found to be a blind alley. Euler later shows that logarithms of negative numbers are imaginary, and that an infinite plurality of such logarithms corresponds to each number [Euler 1980, 15-181 . The problem of the logarithms of negative numbers is a good example of what Philip Kitcher 11983, 202-2031 has called "language-induced question generation," where questions about members of a kind (in this case, numbers) arise in analogy with traditional questions about more familiar members of the kind.
A few comments on Leibniz' notation and on the textual apparatus may be useful to the reader. Leibniz uses a colon (:) to indicate division; thus z = dy:dx means z = dyldx. He uses a raised horizontal line, to indicate that the expression under the line should be bracketed; so adz:dx -xz means a(dz/dxxz) and d.Fy means (dx)y. Occasionally he uses a tilde (-) to indicate bracketing; so dzi, means dz(z). Also, he sometimes uses a comma (,) to indicate that the preceding expression should be bracketed; so dx + bdy,:dz means (dx + bdy)ldz. Often he encircles terms (sometimes indexing the circles by one, two, or more short strokes) as a bookkeeping device for keeping terms straight in complicated computations.
The passages inserted under a half-line are marginalia, and so in a sense should be considered part of the text. The passages inserted under a full line are those which Leibniz has deleted. The textual variants implied by these cancelings are indicated by numbers, letters, and iterated letters. Each phase of his thought is thereby reconstructed, with each phase replacing the preceding one and going beyond it: for example, (I), (2); (3)(a), (3)(b); (3)(b)(aa), (3)(b)(bb); and so forth. The symbol ( -) indicates portions of the text which have become illegible. Verendum ne subsit error in calculo. Resumamus: zx 2 y z, E dy:dx differentialis ipsius aeq. 1 est zdx + xdz E dy. Ex aeq. 1 fiat x '2 y:z et huius aeq. 4 differentialis erit dx '2 dy:z -dzy:zz itaque supra in aeq. 5 male calculavi pro dy:z, ponendo dy ex 5 et 2 fit 1 2 1 -dzy:dTzz quod videtur esse absurdum fit enim dzy:dFzz z 0. quod significat locum esse ad rectam ubi z necessario est constans, et ideo dz E 0 qui successus egregius.
Sit .r, r yx. sit y g z:x tit dy 2 dz:x -d? z:xx seu xxdy 2 d.fx -dZz et dz 2 ydx + xdy ubi fiet dz:dx 2 y + xz posit0 z z dy:dx. Ex aeq. 4 est x2 -dz:dy x + +df2:dp2 2 idZ2:dy2 -d.Tz:dy seu x g u/adZ2:dy2 -dfz:dy per aeq. 3. hoc est relatio inter x et y. Iam per 3 est log y z log x + log z + log -1. Iam posit0 log 1 '2' 0 fit log -1 (2' 0. habemus ergo log z '2' log y -log X. Iam ex aeq. 8 est a -log x (2' 2 log z. ergo ex 12 et 13 fit a s(z) 2 log y -0 log x. Seu b" = y2:x. Quod falsum itaque alicubi error in calculo.
Resumamus dy:dx 2 z y:x g -dy:dr z 2 dy:dx Ergo per 1 et 2 fit y 2 -xz. Cuius differentialis erit dy '2 -xdz -zdx quam dividend0 per dx fit dy:dz 2 -xdz:dx -z seu per 3 fit z 2 -xdz:dx -z seu fit 2zdx E -xdz.
Seu zdx + xdz + zdx 2 0. Iam zdx = dy per 3, unde ex aeq. 9 fit zdx + xdz + dy = 0 seu xz = -y ut ante. Probus igitur est calculus usque ad -. aeq. 8. Ergo ex aeq. 8 fit 2 J dx:x (E' a -J dz:z m eo ergo erratum est in prior-is calculi aeq. 8 quod ibi numerus 2 fuit praefixus ipsi J dZ:z. Ex 10 -fit 2 log x (2' a -log z. Iam log z (2' log y -log x + log 7. Sed log -1 (2' 0 posit0 log 1 (2' 0. Ergo ex 12 fit log z (g' log y -log x quo valore substituto in aeq. 11 fit 2 log x (2' a -log y + log X. Ergo log x (g' alog y seu log x et log y '2' a. Ergo xy (g' b". posit0 ipsius b logarithmurn esse unitatem. Et ita deprehensum est Hyperbolam posit0 satisfacere aequationi propositae 2. quod est verissimum. Itaque hat Method0 discimus aliquid. Et hactenus una tantum differentiali usi sumus redeundo ergo ad aeq. 5. caeteris quae postea scripta sunt quasi non scriptis. Iam quaeramus et modum inveniendi valorem ipsius y sine X. Nempe x '2' -y:z per 4. ergo dx (z' -dyz + &y,:zz seu zzdx (2' -dYz + dZy quam dividend0 per dX fit zz (2' -dy:dx z + dZy:dx seu per 3. zz (!! -zz + &y:dx. Seu 2zzdx (2' ydz seu y '2' 22~ dZdz qui est valor inventus per 
lam compendii causa sit z3 - 
Thus an equation is obtained in which only dx, dy, z, and dz occur, or in effect, besides the letter z there will occur dyldx and dzldx. Let dyldx be eliminated, since it is equal to z. Thus only dx will remain, whose value is obtained through dz and z. And so, with this established, the matter is reduced to quadratures. Unless, of course, by expressing dyldx through z, even dz will vanish, which is the only thing I fear, but perhaps for this problem it will be possible to give the remedy of not entirely eliminating dy, except in certain places where it impedes summability, just as if it were the case that ady + bdx = dz(i), whence it had been possible to make az + b = dz(Z)ldx or dx = dz(i)l(az + b). On the contrary, I observe that if it is permissible to eliminate x and y at once, with dz remaining, as I believe, because we have used equation 5 moderately, then thereafter dz cannot be eliminated, when dy is taken away, because otherwise dx alone would remain and what is more, it would vanish, and z would be precisely determined, which is absurd. Let us resume the example given above: zx 2 y, z g dyldx. It is feared that there is an error in the calculation.
* y/x = dyldx. The locus is of the straight line. If it were y/x = -dyldx it would be of the hyperbola. ), which appears to be absurd for it yields dz(y)ldx(z2) = 0, which indicates that the locus is that of a straight line: whence z is necessarily constant, and thus dz z 0, which is an extraordinary outcome.
Let z 2 yx, let y 2 z/x. which yields dy '2 dzlx -(dx)z/x* or x2dy '2 (dz)x - 1 dz2 dzz2 1 dz2z2 --_ 4 dx2 dx -=z4+i-g, which is the equation sought. And thus in the end I seem to have obtained the desired theoretic result. yx = dyldx. ix2 = Jdyly. In general let equation 1 be given in terms of z, x, and y, positing that z g dyldx. Let the value of x be sought from equation 1; this will give equation 3, and 4 will be obtained from its differential. In equation 4 let z be substituted for dyldx, at least in some places; this yields equation 5, in which, as in 4, y is given without x. Likewise, let the value of y be sought; this yields equation 6, in whose differential, equation 7, x is present without y. Let the values of y and x from equations 5 and 7 be substituted in equation 1. Equation 8 is obtained in terms of z, dz, dx, and dy; let dy be removed because it is equal to zdx (equation 2), and equation 9, reduced to quadratures, is obtained. If we let y/x = dyldx, this is the equation for the straight line, but if we let y/x = -dy/dx, this is the equation for the hyperbola, for it yields xdy + ydx = 0 and moreover xy = a2. Let us see therefore if it is possibie for our present method to be brought to bear on this. Let dyldx g z and let y/x E -dy/dx, the equation of the curve sought; from equations 1 and 2 there results y '2 -xz. Thus the differential of 3 is dy z -xdz -zdx or x 5 -dxldz -zdxldz. The value of x without y is thus obtained in this way. Again from equation 3 there results x '2 -y/z, whose differential yields dx '2 (-dy(z) + dz(y))/z2, or y = z2dx/dz + dy(z)ldz, which is the value of y without x. Now these values of the terms x and y discovered in equations 5 and 6 yield, when substituted into equation 3, dx (dy)z zdy dx z2--&+~=-&+z2-&, which is an identical equation, from which we learn nothing.
And thus let us take up the matter again, and make use of the previous moderate substitution of z in the place where it occurs. Let dyldx 2 z, y/x '2 -dyldx. Thus through equations 1 and 2 there results y 2 -xz and dy 2 -xdz -zdx. Let us divide this equation through by dx, and substitute z for the occurrence of dyldx, by means of equation 1. This yields dyldx '2 -xdz/dx -z or z '2 -xdzldx -I or 2zdx '2 -xdz or a -Jdxlx '2 2$dzlz. Thus the relation between x and z is given by means of quadratures, and moreover, through equation 3, the relation between x and --y/x. This is the relation between x and y. Now through equation 3 there is log y '2 log x + log z + log(-1). Now, having posited that log I '2' 0, this yields log(-1) 'i' 0.5 Therefore, we have log z '2' log y -log x. Now from equation 8 there is CI -log x '!' 2 log z. Thus from equations 12 and I3 there results I( -log x '2' 2 log y -2 log x. Or 6" = JJ?X, which is false, and there is thus an error somewhere in the calculation. which therefore the error occurs in the foregoing calculation, because there the number Z was put in front of Jdzlz. From equation 10 there results 2 log x '2' a -log z. Now log z '2' log y -log x + log(-I). But log(-I) '2' 0, given that log I 'g' 0. Thus from equation I2 there results log ;: 'z' log y -log x. With this value substituted into equation I I, we obtain 2 log x "E' a -log y + log x. Thus log x 'g' a -log y or log x + log y '2' a. Thus ,ry 'E' bl', positing that the logarithm of b is unity. And thus it is grasped that the hyperbola satisfies the By substituting these two values from equations 26 and 27 in equation 4, dz vanishes and we get 2z2dx (2' dyz + z2dx, whence there results z = dyldx as before, and thus the substitution which we believed to be moderate was not. With regard to the above, it is therefore sufficient for something to be obtained in one way by moderate substitution.
Let z 2 dyldx and dyldx 2 yx, z 2 yx.' This will yield dz 2 ydx + xdy or dzldx 2 y + xz. Again y 2 z/x from equation 3, which will yield x2dy z (dz)x -(dx)z or Now for the sake of conciseness, let z3 -z2 (2' mz2 and z2 -z '2' mz and z -1 (2' m, (191 and from equation 15 there will result mz2dxZ = mzdz< + Imdz2 or m = 0 or z. = 1. But with the latter having been eliminated by means of writing I 2zddz2 -z2dx2 for -\r_ or for q$(dz2/zZ) -dx2, from equation I9 there will result 2z2dx2 '2' dzddz2 -z2dx2 + dz2. Or 2z2dx2 -dz2 '2' dztwhence . . .) by squaring we obtain 4z4dx 4 -4z2dx2dz2 + dz4 '2' dz4 -zZdx2dz2, and with all this having been divided through by z2dx2, there results 4zZdx2 'z' 3dz2, or dx = (dz/z)(fi/2).
But because I fear an error may remain in the calculation, we will take the matter up again, in the following pages of the following day, September 11, 1690.
September 11, 1690
Textual tradition: Leibniz concept: LH XXXV 13,l. Leaves 300-301. 1 sheet 2". 3 pages September 11, 1690.* The inverse method of tangents by (moderate) substitutions, assuming z = dyldx. The beginnings are worked out in the preceding page, in the folio (it is a half-sheet) dated September IO, 1690.9 Again let us take up the example from the preceding page, because there is perhaps an error in the calculation, and for the sake of greater confidence, let us apply numbers: z '2 dyldx and dyldx '2 yx yields z E yx; the differential of this is dz 2 xdy + ydx. Again, y 2 zlx, whose differential is dyx2 2 xdz -zdx. Let us remove dy from equation 6 by dividing it through by xdz; this will yield dy(x2> (7) xdz zdx (8) dz z -=---xdx xdx xdx or w=z-x-* The things which here are sound, as also in the page from September 10, are here in the page from September 11 better set forth; and whatever here is sound is expressed economically.
9 I think that it does not make any difference whether the substitution is moderate or not. Thus it is, it does not matter.
Or it will yield zx2dx + zdx 2 xdz, or Jdzlz + a 'g' 4x2 + Jdxlx or log zlog x 'g' &x2. Now log z -log x (2' log y, by equation 5. Thus there finally results log y (g' fx?, which is true, for equation 2 yields Jdyiy + b '2' 1x2; this is log y (E' +x2 as before. And thus we have used only one differential equation, 6. Let us see if it is also permissible to use the other equation, 4; removing dy from this equation will yield dzldx (2' zx + y or, from equation 5, dzldx 'g' zx +
z/x, and it comes out the same. What if we wish to remove x and dx, leaving y and dy? Indeed, in equation 4 let us divide through by dy, which will yield dzldy '2' x + ydxldy or, eliminating dxldy (by means of equation 1) and x (by means of equation 5) from equation 17, will yield dzldy (2' z/y + y/z or yzdz 'g' z2dy + y2dy. This indeed is true, but not particularly suited to a solution. Now in like fashion let us seek a value for y by means of a new equation; so that it produces a result without x, taking over from equation 5, let x (2' z/y, which will yield y2dx (2' ydz -zdy, and, with dx removed by means of equation 1, yields y2dy (2' zydz -z2dy. Thus, equating the two values for y2dy from equations 19 and 22 yields zydz -z2dy 'z' zydz -z2dy, which is an identical equation from which we learn nothing. This outcome is not a little unsettling, and makes us wonder if our method always yields results.
Let z 2 dyldx %' ax + by 2 z. The differential of equation 3 is adx + bdy 2 dz, and with d.x eliminated, will yield adylz + bdy z dz. Or y 2 Jdzl(alz + 6) + c. And thus the equation is solved in which axdx + bydx z dy, for it yields y E Jzdzl(a + bz) + c, which depends on the quadrature of the hyperbola.
Let z 2 dyldx and ax + by 2 czx + ezy, which will yield y 2 (axczx)l(ez -b). The differential of equation 3 will be dy(ez -b)' E (ez -b)(adx -czdx -cxdz) -(ax -czx)(edz), and eliminating dy through equation I, and setting -ez + b = n and -cz + a = m for the sake of abbreviation, will yield znfdx '2 m&.x -ncxdz -emxdz; and let me + nc '2 f, which will yield x '2 (mndx -zn2/dx)lfdz and by the same token y 2 (mndy -zm2/dy)lfdz,'0 and eliminating dy through zdx, will yield y E (mnzdx -m2/dx)/fdz. When these two values for x and y, from equations 7 and 9, are substituted in equation 2, dz drops out and we do not gain anything. Now, an equation such as (2) can be lo Note the technical trick, that x and y are derived in the same way; thus the calculation is shortened.
solved because there x and y, by themselves, obey the law of homogeneity. Let us therefore write z '2 dyldx and h + ax + by '2 CZJ + ezy. Let that yield y E (h + ux -cu)/(ez -b); for the sake of abbreviation, let cz -a 2 m and ezb 2 n, which yields y 2 (h -mx)ln; which therefore yields dm E cdz and dn E e&. Therefore, from equations 6, 7, and 8 there will result dy(n2) E -m& -cxdz -hedz + emxdz, whence again em -c (g' p and CII -P '2' q will yield dy(n2) + mdx + hedz (21 x. P And with zdx taken for dy, this will yield
Now, in imitation of equation 12, we are at once able to write (14) xm2 + ndy + hcdz Y= qdz '
Substituting these two values for x and y into equation 2, or rather, in place of it, equation 15, which is (by equations 4 and 5) h '2' mx + ny, will yield hpqdz (2' qm((zn2 + m)dx + hedz) + pn((zn + m2)dx + hedz), where it suffices to determine whether dz remains, which will happen provided that it is not the case that pq ((g" emq + cnp." Let us explore this condition, supposing that a = 1, b = 2, c = 3, e = 4, and z = 5;12 therefore through equation 4 it will yield m = 14, and through equation 5, n = 18, and through equation 10, p = 53, and through equation 11, q = 50. Therefore p-q = 53.50 and emq = 4-14-50 and cnp = 3-18.52; therefore it would be necessary that, in actual numbers, 53.50 = 4.14.50 + 3.18.53 or 53.25 = 2.14.50 + 3.9053, which cannot happen, because 2.14.50 cannot be divided by 53. Similarly, if dz were to be eliminated, or if pq = emq + cnp, it would also be necessary that, because of the remaining terms, qm(zn? + m) "~" pn(zn + m2). Now zn2 + m = 5*182 + 14 = 1634 and zn + m2 = 90 + 142 = " cc. . .)) Thus I note equations which are not assumed to hold in general, but only for the sake of a thought experiment. I2 I should have set e = 6, and let n = 217~. 286, which yields 14.50.1634 = 18.53.286; which also is not possible as an outcome, for one side is divisible by 7, the other not. But let us explicate the terms in detail.
P4
cemn + ce -e2m -c2n
53.50 = 34.14.18 + 3.4 -434.14 -3.3.18 mn = cez2 + ab -aez -bcz 14.18 = 3.4.5.5 + l-2 -1.4.5 -2~3.5
Thus this yields pq = c2e2z2 + abce -ace'z -bc2ez + ce -ce'z + ae2 -c2ez + b$ = emq + cnp = c2e2z' -ace2z + e2a -bc2ez + abce -e2cz + c2e2z2 -bc2ez + c2b -ace2z + abce -c2ez. ( -) dz multiplied by -zc2e2(z2 + c2e2z + e2) = (qmz(n2 + m) + pnz(n + m2))dx. The foregoing part of the equation would need to be explained, as can easily be done, but not (-) because then x and y by themselves obey the laws of homogeneity; it suffices that the matter be in force, only (-) our alternate method does not succeed. SO that we may finish the calculation, the value of the quantity p(m2n + n2) and of q(m2 + mn*) must be determined. But we have determined it to be m2n = c2ez3 -2acez2 + a2ez -bc2z2 + 2abcz -a2b mn2 = ce2z -2bcez2 + b2cz -ae2z2 + 2abez -ab2 Now as far as the coefficients of z4 are concerned, nothing can be reduced. Let us add together the coefficients for z3; it will yield z3 multiplied by ((ce3 -bc3e -2ac2e2 ) + (-ac2e2 -c3e) + (c3e -ace3 -2bc2e2) + f-bc2e2 -ce3)) or (cer -c2eJ, + ces -ce20); or it yields z3 multiplied by -ce(bc2 + ae2 + 3ace + 3bce). And z2 is multiplied by ((a2ce2 + 2abc2e -2bce2 ) + (-ae3 + abc'e + 2aZceZ -ce2 + bc3 + 2ac2e) + (b"c2e + 2abce2 -2ac*e) + (-bc3 + abce2 + 2b?c?e -c?e + ae3 + 2bce2)) or (cet -r+ + ceuso); or it yields zZ multiplied by ce (3ubc + 3a2e -c + 3abe + 3b2c -e). And z is multiplied by ((b2ce -a2bce) + (-a3e2 -2a?bce + 2a2be2 -a2ce -2abc? + 2bce) + (a'ce -ab?ce) + (-b3c' -2ab?ce + 2ab2ce -b2ce -2abe2 + 2ace)) or (cew -t+ + cep -~I+!J); or z multiplied by (--a3e' + a2bce -2abc2 + 2bce -b3c1 + ab2ce -2beI + 2ace). And z" is multiplied by ((-ab2e + a3be -b2c + a'bc) + (-u'bc + ab3c -a?e + ab2e)) or (-WI/J -PU); or z" is multiplied by (a3be -b?c + ab3e -a?e).
There is an error in the calculation. All these things do not turn out properly, nor is it justified in general to remove x and y at the same time. cx. Thus dy = -hdzlz? -cdx, and taking zdx for dy, it yields zdx g -hdzlz? -cdx or it yields dx = -hdz/z2(z + c) and thus the solution is acquired, through the quadrature of the hyperbola.
Again, let z z dyldx and h + ax z ezy. Thus the differential of this yields udx c ezdy + eydz or adx '2 ez2dx + eydz from equations 1 and 3 and yields y E adxldz -ez(2dxldz). Now from equation 2 above, we get y e (h + ax)le.z; equating these two values for y yields dxl(h + ax) '2 dzlez(a -ez2).
Let zdx 2 dy and h + by 2 ezx; thus it yields bdy 2 ezdx + exdz. Thus bzdx z ezdx + exdz and this yields dx(b -e)/x = dzlz and the solution is obtained. Let ax + by E czx + ezy and zdx 2 dy. Let cz -a 5 m and ez -b E n; this will yield dm c dz = dn and, from equation 1, we get mx + ny 9 0. Thus x = -nylm and m2dx '2 -ndy -ydz + nydz or (IO) (m2 + nz)dx (11) whence I gather, if dxldz is given at once through x and z, that it cannot still be given at once in the general case ( -) And thus this method does not work out ( -) let y, dx, and x remove . . .
We are also able to assume that z is not = dyldx, but is something else. Hereafter, let h+ax+by%x$+ey%. but there is nothing profitable from this.
and seeking dz in combination with another strategy or observation, whereby it is always possible to grasp and resolve a differential equation when x and y by themselves obey [the law of] homogeneity. Because if therefore one or more constants are present, first we shall always reduce the many constants to one. For let there be a, b, c, et cetera. For b I am able to take /3a and for c, KU; as thus p and K are numbers, while a alone in truth is a line. Therefore let dy E zdx and let equation 2 be the equation proposed in terms of x, y, z, and a. Let there be sought two differentials of the latter equations 3 and 4. Having combined these with equation 2, we will have two equations, 5 and 6, in which a will not be present. Now by means of equations 5 and 6, let y be removed, which yields equation 7, from which, by means of equation 1, let dy be removed. Equation 8 will result, in which there will figure only z, x, dz, and dx, with z and x obeying the law of homogeneity, and moreover it will be soluble through quadratures. But because there are the feared eliminations, let the thing itself be attempted. Let zdx 2 dy and h E cxz + eyz, where h is constant, which alone disturbs the homogeneity for z is a ratio, and c and e are like numbers. This yields cxdz + czdx + eydz + ezdy g 0, which is an expression without h. Again, hlz '2 cx + ey, which yields -hdz (5) yjr= cdx + edy '2 (-cx -ey) $.
We have thus two equations in which a is not present, in which, removing dy by equation 1, there results from equation 3, cxdz + czdx + eydz + ez2dx 2 0, and, from equation 6, we get zcdr + ez2dx + cxdz + eydz 1 0. These two equations, 7 and 8, are just the same, and thus we learn nothing by this line of reasoning. From this Leibniz might have concluded that dz = 0, but instead he just continues to recombine terms, which involves many divisions by dz. He circles dyldx to indicate that it is immediately replaced by Z. 31-34 Thus, Equation 8 would be y = 0, and Equation 9 would be dy -dx = 0, which is meaningless. By Equation 10, Leibniz realizes he has made a mistake. 36-41 Leibniz runs through the calculation again, discovering his mistake at Equation 5. He observes that one might infer from the new Equation 7 that dz = 0, and that this is appropriate, since z ought to be constant for straight lines.
Marginal below, z = -y/x, log z = log(y) -log(x) + log(-1). This of course raises the problem of the logarithms of negative numbers. The erroneous Equation 11, log(-1) = 0, along with Leibniz' mistake at Equation 8, leads to Equations 12-24, resulting in the equation 6" = y21x (6 is the logarithmic base), where Leibniz realizes that he has gone wrong. 81 Equation 6 should be dyldx = -xdzldx -z, but in Equation 7 he compensates for this error. 83-85 Leibniz catches the error he made in Equation 8. 85-92 He continues his computation, still assuming that log(-1) = 0, and ends up with the correct conclusion xy = b", which is, he says, the equation for the hyperbola and "most true; and thus from this method we learn something." 93-101 Leibniz goes back over the same ground, finding expressions for x which do not involve y (Equation 27 ) and for y which do not involve x (Equation 26 ). This results only in another uninformative identical equation, Equation 28, given that z = dyldx. Leibniz somehow blames this on the fact that his substitution was not moderated. 104f. Leibniz goes back to his consideration of the equation dyidx = yx, perhaps because the expression he arrived at earlier was not especially informative. As in the earlier case, here computational errors lead him astray; so that he does not see that he has produced only another identical equation. The family of curves in question here (y = keXzn) is a fairly esoteric one, so it is not surprising that Leibniz had no intuitive grasp of what he was looking for, to guide him through the labyrinth of computation. Unpacking the terms p, q, m, and n, assigning various abbreviations, and evaluating some of the terms (inconclusively) by his combinatorial methods, he arrives at a full expression of the latter equation at lines 263-275. 276278 Leibniz seems to have some confidence in the foregoing calculation (although at line 262 he notes that there is an error), because he has checked it by numbers. We have seen, however, that it was a blind alley. should be mZa!x = -nmdy -ymdz + nydz. He equates the values for y in Equations 10 and 11 to get Equations 12 and 13. In Equation 14, he goes back to the equation h + ax + by = GUI + ezy, but again his manipulations of it are inconclusive: "methodus ista non procedit." 298-303 Leibniz continues to consider the equation he was examining at the end of the preceding page, but now he assumes that z = (cx + ey)(dyldr), rather than simply dyldx. The unnumbered equations at lines 302-303 should be acxdx + ae(db)dx -ae(hlb)dx + dx + ae(xlb)dx + bzdx = cxdz + e(z/b) -e(h/b)dz -ae(x/b)dz.
The result is inconclusive. 314-320 Leibniz tries the same approach with h + ax + by = czx + ezy, and once again gets only an identical equation. The equation at lines 317-318 should be (mn*dy + m2ndx) + mhdr -m2ndx -mn2dy -nhdz = hmdz -hndz. He notes that he cannot eliminate x and y at the same time. 320-332 Leibniz reviews his method of solving differential equations by separating variables and then integrating. 333f. Assuming once again that z = dyldx, Leibniz considers the equation h = cxz + eyz, where h is constant, and forms its differential equation. But the two equations which he arrives at, 7 and 8, are just the same equation, and so again the result is inconclusive.
